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This beautifully illustrated, full-color guide unties the mysteries of more than eighty knots. Using

clear photographs and diagrams, as well as straightforward, easy-to-follow instructions, any reader

can master knots for fishing, boating, climbing, crafts, and household uses. Climbers will feel safer

knowing they have tied the perfect water or tape knot. Home decorators will enjoy trying their hand

at the beautiful and elaborate Chinese cloverleaf. Fishermen will fight big Fish with more

confidence. Filled with fascinating knot lore, the ultimate book of everyday knots is perfect for

anyone wishing to learn Advanced knotting techniques for any purpose at all. Featuring illustrations

throughout, sections include: overhand knots, figure of eight knots, bowlines and sheet bends,

crossing knots, and other useful knots whether for practical use or just for fun, this is a great place

to start knotting so grab a piece of rope, sit back, and enjoy! specifications:- number of pages: 160-

size: 10.9" x 8.8".
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I love knot tying. The math of fancy knots and precision necessary to get them tied right, and the

usefulness of being able to tie the right knot when needed.This collection of "everyday knots" is

written by one of the founders of the International Guild of Knot Tyers, Geoffrey Budworth who also

wrote the Ultimate Encyclopedia of Knots and Rope Work. The book includes wonderful color

photos using ropes and strings that show the knots well and very clear step by step diagrams for

tying each knot. The knots each have an introduction which explains possible uses for it. At the end



of the book are good resources for knot tying and supplies as well as a glossary of knot terms and a

good index.Unlike my purely decorative knot books, this was one that interested my husband as

much as me. The instructions are very clear, and he enjoys more practical knots very much. The

various stop knots and the hitches were his favorites. My son, who works in paracord loved the

handy knots like the bottle slings.My favorites were the various knots that can be used to tie

lanyards, as well as the knots for carrying things like bottles. Following the diagrams for the knife

lanyard knot in a cotton waxed 2 mm cord, I tied two very attractive knots then finished with figure 8

slip knots to make a lovely lanyard that I was able to decorate with a spot of beadwork.The knots

covered are a variety of hitches which are used to attach a line to a fixed object, two bottle slings to

hang a bottle with, fixed knots which are knots which remain in place securely on a cord, some with

loops for things like mountain or rock climbing, others bulky enough to form a stop on a cord, and

various sliding knots that have lots of uses.
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